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ESA Electrostatic Printing Assist

To optimize the print quality in gravure printing by avoiding so-called missing dots.

All systems meet the ATEX guidelines

• H-35 Top load

• H-98 Top load (short electrode)

• H-2000 direct charge

• Florentil direct charge for sleeve systems

• Eklektika for conductive printing substrates
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up to 
-40%
gravure 
depth

up to 
-50%

line 
pressure

Advantages of the ESA system 

- Optimum Ink transfer to all paper and plastic film substrates

- Longer run time of the impression roller due to reduced line pressure up to 50%

- Best printing result on low quality papers, cardboard and plastic films
 Cost reduction

- Faster production speed and best print results up to 900m/m

- The pollution of the gravure cylinder ink cell is reduced, during production.
This guarantees a constant printing quality and keeps you from cleaning the
cylinders during production.

- The gravure cylinder depth can be reduced up to 40%
 Reduces the consumption of ink

- Guaranteed constant print quality
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In general:
The Spengler electrostatic print assist system (ESA) type Heliofurn is designed to improve the ink transfer from the
engraved cylinder to the printing material which leads to a substantially improved printing result.

Function:
The ESA system charges up via a charging system a specially made ESA impression roller. The voltage creates along the
printing line a DC-current flow through the printing material to the engraved cylinder. The DC-current polarizes the ink
drops inside the ink cell of the engraved cylinder. Due to this polarization, the ink drop will expand in its volume and a
better transfer of the ink to the printing material will result. That means, it gets rid of the so-called missing dots in the
print.

Non polarized ink

Polarized ink Without electrostatic printing assist ESA With electrostatic printing assist ESA
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Modular generators (plug and play)

AC-generator type AC-TOI
Exchangeable between all units

Ionizer type SR-2
Exchangeable between all units

DC-generator
Exchangeable between all units

Inductor electrode type ST-10
Exchangeable between all units

BUS-module
Exchangeable between all units

Address switch on to of module
must be set to printing unit no.!
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Charging system H-35 - Top load

The performance range of the charge electrodes almost corresponds to the impression roller width. The H-35 charge
system is operated with a two or three-layer ESA impression roller. A good printing result is ensured, even at reduced
web widths.

Simplicity and reliability are two of the main advantages of indirect charging using electrodes from Spengler Electronic.
The disadvantage of this process is that the long electrodes become dirty (especially around the edges), meaning that
they must be cleaned regularly.
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Charging system H-98 - Top load

The patented short electrode is a further development from Spengler Electronic. The electrode length can be reduced
to 1/6 of the impression roller width.

The entire electrode is positioned within the print substrate, meaning that it is protected from contamination caused by
film mist. The cleaning cycles are significantly longer, and the handling is much simpler as a result.

The H-98 charge system is operated with a three-layer ESA impression roller. A correct print is ensured, even at reduced
web widths.
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Charging system H-2000 – Direct charge

The side charge unit operates in direct contact with the impression roller and is the most powerful system in the world
in terms of operating efficiency.

Depending on the model, this charge system either works with a one-layer roller with isolated bearings or a three-layer
roller with non-isolated bearings. The system itself is maintenance-free.

Due to the structural design of the ESA-2000 side charge unit, no performance limitations have been specified. This
allows larger electrical resistance bandwidths for the semi-conductive coating and larger tolerances when
manufacturing ESA impression rollers.
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Florentil direct charge for sleeve system

This new innovation is comprised of a maintenance-free side charge unit for sleeve systems. This is based on the high-
performance, established ESA-2000 charging principle.

All direct charge procedures for roller sleeves require isolation of the main bearing. This reduces the lifetime of the
bearings significantly and does not conform to ATEX standards. The Florentil system does not require insulated
bearings.

The patented Florentil system operates with a three-layer sleeve. The electrical contact on the roller axle is made on a
defined contact surface that is isolated from the core.
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We recommend ordering impression roller sleeves with integrated side insulation out of rubber or PU. That will get rid
of the risk getting dangerous current leaks by a missing insulation paint or mechanical damages caused by poor
handling.

impression roller sleeves with damaged edges and bad side insulations impression roller with polluted edges

impression roller / sleeves with integrated side insulation

Current leaks are a safety hazard 
and need to be prevented. 
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Charging system Eklektika for conductive printing substrates

The new Spengler innovation ESA Eklektika is the only ESA system on the market which allows you to print on
metallized substrates.

The two systems, Top load and Eklektika, can be combined. A sensor detects the metallized substrate and switches
between the operating modes ESA Top load and ESA Eklektika.

Top-Load: All printing substrates that are electrically non- or semi-conductive
- Paper
- Carton
- PE films

Eklektika: Multi-layer printing substrate with an electrically conductive inner layer
- Cardboard or paper, laminated with aluminum
- Cardboard or paper, laminated with aluminum vaporized film
- Cardboard or paper, laminated with aluminum and PE-film
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Safety - ATEX Certificates

The Spengler ESA system meets all the latest European ATEX regulations. Compared to other direct charge systems, the
Spengler Florentil system does not require any insulated bearings on the machine side.


